Make UKG Dimensions
Changes with Confidence
YOU'VE MADE THE SWITCH TO UKG DIMENSIONS, SO WHAT COMES NEXT?
Now it's time to shift your focus to managing changes to your WFM solution 24/7 and maintaining
what your team has worked so hard to implement. Changes to your UKG Dimensions solution can
come from:
Federal, state, municipal & city-specific labor law changes
Changes to paid FMLA and sick leave
New corporate policies
Union contract negotiations
Opening new locations
Acquisitions, mergers, and divestitures of new locations/business units
COVID related business changes
It's also your responsibility to validate every UKG release and update to ensure there isn't a negative
impact to your employees. Unfortunately, you don't fully control the timing of these releases.

MAKING CHANGES TO YOUR UKG DIMENSIONS SOLUTION CREATES RISKS
The changes you make can cause severe disruptions to your business and your employees'
paychecks. Not proactively validating changes before they impact your employees can paralyze your
organization and prevent you from maximizing the value of your WFM investment.
You must have a continuous testing program in place to proactively verify every single change to
your WFM system. Only by testing comprehensively and continuously can you be confident that
you're paying your employees correctly and that you stay in compliance.

TestAssure.ai is a comprehensive automated testing platform that
enables you to test your UKG Dimensions solution continuously so
you can make changes and accept UKG releases with confidence.

WHAT CONTINUOUS TESTING CAN DO
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

HOW TESTASSURE.AI ENABLES
CONTINUOUS TESTING

Respond to Business & Policy Changes Faster
Respond quickly to ever-changing policies, labor
laws, and business-driven changes.

Test Case Library & Pre-Built Automations
Use our library and automations to quickly and
easily setup regression tests (no coding needed).

Easily Accept UKG Releases & Updates
Accept releases & updates without disruption

Maintains Your Automations for You
We constantly maintain your automations for

and take advantage of new functionality.

you and update as needed with every release.

Make WFM changes with confidence
Be confident that you're continuing to pay your
people correctly and are still in compliance.

Runs Your Automated Test Cases Regularly
We run your test cases every month so they're
always ready for you at the click of a button.
Provides Automated Monitoring & Alerts
We run and monitor your automated testing for
you, so you only need to respond to issues.

"TestAssure's automated testing platform provides exceptional value to UKG customers. It
expedites test case development and execution. TestAssure can automatically execute test
cases and provides long-term value as customers can re-execute their tests in minutes."
- Andrew Molski, Global Program Manager, UKG

Easily accept UKG releases and make changes with confidence.
Discover the benefits of test automation and continuous testing.
Request a demo today:
automation@testassure.ai or visit TestAssure.ai

